The 4 Reals's

-

Real Money, Real Needs, Real Food, Real Energy

America's Collapse Will Be Just A Few Weeks Past The Euro's Collapse "Greece itA Us
ept. Itufu, Spain e@Fgriiiai aren't far behind and when the Euro goes America goes it won'l
be more than a few weeks behind it, if that. " Found here
The European Countries Decide To Leave And Go On Their Own, The Yuan Presses
Towards The World Currency, When The Euro Tanks, The US Economic System Follows
Just Weeks Afterwards
"What you see in the headlines is not really what is going on. As if you are surprised by that.
What they do is created a headline that will temporarily calm the panic and try to keep things
going to q more unified European community and not panic world investors. So, you don't have
the US, China, Japan and Brazil pulling out. Wile that is going on you have China building it's
own economic structure where the yuan is going to be predominate. A yuan backed by gold. They
are hoarding gold like crazy in order to back the yuan by gold. As soon as they do that they are
going to insist that the yuan be the world currency. It's not there yet, but that's what they are
working on. Concerning Europe is doing there thing, Asian countries doing it's thing along
w/Brazil. Then you have the US all by itself. What will end up happening is Europe will
condense. Europe will have fewer countries with the European Union. Fewer Mediterranean
countries. What you.find is a consolidation of the old Europe. That old Europe will make more

will tell you what to do.financially, you
will lose a portion of your sovereignty in order to belong to their community. In doing so, we will
guarantee your financial success. You see many Mediterranean countries leaving the community
and try to make it on their own in the world market. Greece will be the first one to iettison. The
European community is going to go down. They are propping it up as long as they can, once one
prop brealrs the rest will suddenly break. It will then reveal the weakness of the US economic
system. Our banks will follow shortly after that happens within weeks, certainly not more than a
stringent

f you want to belong to it's community.

They

couple of months."

The Euro Is Going To Have Another Currency, Countries Will Opt Out Of The Euro "The
euro is going to evolve into another currency. There are things going on right now to provoke
that to happen. There is corruption that is going to be exposed in the banking system in a couple
of European countries. I'm strictly going on what the Lord has shown. I believe the turmoil could
come across the Atlantic to the US. I believe there are countries that will opt out of being in the
European market like a last day scenario of biblically prophetic centric this will cause damage to
struggling economies. The situation worse than Lehman Bros. George Soros, via NY Times says
that this (Euro) has the potential for being a lot worse than Lehman Bros. Siting the lack of an
authoritative pan-European body to handle a banking crisis of this severity. The Lord spoke to
ootrue
community."" Seen here
me about a

When The Euro Begins Its Collapse, The US Stock Market Will Collapse, and Then
Transform "l'm not a stock picker at all. I know what God tells me & what he doesn't tell me. I
know this from the Lord, there are those trying to keep the stock market propped up every way
possible. Not allowing it to rise too much or fall too much, that's their efforts. But when the Euro

begins it's collapse or it's demise. I have to be careful when I say this but, I
disappear, I saw it transform. It collapsed & then transform." Found here

didn't

see

it totally

An Assassination Attempt "Pray for President Obama and his protection because there is a
ptan by Islam to try to take his life and to start riots as a destabilization effort to divert attention
from their activities. This is the worst thing that could happen." Found here
The United States Gvt Takes Over Two States "There are a couple of states that the
government will end up taking over and then we are going to rethink the whole deal of what
statehood actually means because offinancial problems." Found here

Watch Spain As A Sign Before The Riots Begin In The IJS "When you see a significant
financial happening in Spain, the riots in the US will be right around the corner. Maior, major
riots will be right qround the corner. "
Funds Witl Dry Up While Obama Is In Office- Do what you need to do before the money is
no longer available
In this video. he explains that funds will dry up in Obama's term
had a dream, where I was in a congressman's body. I don't know what congressman, I was
looking from his eyes. They were on the golf course, and president Obama came up to the
congressman and said'funds are about to dry up, and will be very hard to get. You need to do
what you are going to do very soon, because the funds will not be available shortly ". From
there, I left there and the next scene I am inside a bank. I am friends with this man, but I don't
know who he is. This friend says I am getting ready to work in my family because funds are
drying up in the bank. The scene changes and I walk back into the bank and when I walked back
in, I notice there is only I teller, and about 20 teller positions in the bank but I teller. I look and
there is not several loan officers, but 1 loan officer in the bank. I walk up to the man and say
"hows it going", "well, we are not too busy, and that is good, and the bad news is we are not too
busy", and so. . ..And then he said, "funds are drying up and you better do what you need to do

"I

while you can because the money will not be available shortly"
The meaning of this dream was explained by John Paul:
He says there is an economic crisis coming to America, and what ever policies are being made
by our goverrrment, it will happen during Obama's term. John Paul goes on to say to make sure
your debts are paid off so you won't have to depend on the bank. Any expansions should be
done, but don't do it by going into debt. Times are changing, and it is not time to go into
additional debt. God showed John Paul gold coins and says that if you want to preserve your
wealth, the gold will preserve your wealth.

A Tsunami Will Hit The East and West Coast Lines From An Unusual Event- " I saw one
of the things that I talked about was a tsunami. It was going to hit both coasts. One was going
to hit the east coast, and one was going to hit the west coast. I talked a little bit about that, and
so, no I don't know anything about timing, I do know that there is one comingfrom an unusual

event, which I probably shouldn't have said that, but there is one coming. What I saw hit New
York City, and I am not sure how far down the east coast it came, so I am not sure if it hits the
Myrtle Beach erea, or not, I just saw it hit New York City and somewhere south of there, and
north of there was hit. And then I smtt one coming to the west coast, and hitting LA, and several
of the buildings that were 7 to I0 stories tall were under water " From this video

The Man Behind Putin Is Much Worse "Russia will make Poland choose to join them in order
to receive oil & energ,,. Putin is an evil man, Medvedev isn't much better. The 3rd man that no
one knows is much worse. " Found here
The New Russian Ruler, DNA Link to Persian Empire "A new czar-like ruler is coming to
Russia, but it isn't Putin and it isn't Medvedev. This man is much more cunning and will set
things in place so that Putin and Medvedev will take increasing verbal shots at each other. (This
guy was smoothe & had something on everybody & knew how to use it.) One will replace the
other for a short while, which will result in both Putin and Medvedev losing favor with the
Russian people and set the stage for one who wants to establish and revive an ancient empire. (lt
is not the new leader who will do this.) This empire will be intent upon controlling the Black Sea
and the Mediterranean Sea as a means of broadening Russia's economic base and will join forces
with Arab countries to accomplish this. Russia will continue and secretly escalate the funding of
arms and missiles of varying types to Iran and other Islamic countries. Eventually, Russia and
these Islamic nations will form an alliance. A DNA link between the Russian people and an old
Persian empire will be discovered, and it will aid the formation of this ideological rather than
theological alliance. In years to come, this Russian and pseudo-lslamic alliance will come
together as a formidable front, each side thinking it will overcome the other after it has achieved
the desired result. (Watch as more Islamic men join the Russian Army.)" Fourtd here

Print Out On Paper The Assets You Own -"There will be deeper bank problems especially
complicated by a cyber attack that is cctming. Make sure you copy everythiing you owe like house
#.et
and car payments to prove you paid them. ihe eur-q.will=falJ signfuanlly. frard
corruption or something will be exposed and they will leavdthe EU which will cause a nev)
alliance and system toform. In May of 2008, stocks were 13,000 and are now about I1,000 they are propped up for a while till next year then will be lower" Found here
The Gold In The US TreasutT,Is Not Gold "The gold is going to dramatically increase in
price. Not all gold is gold. There is gold in the U.S. Treasury that is not gold. It has a gold
covering, but underneath it, it is not gold." For"rnd here

A Storm Of Incredible Force Comes To California BEFORE The Earthquake Which Has
Been Prophecies
From This video
www. youtube. com/watch?v:rlMOagrQfT8

A State Wilt Try To Secede From The USA "One state will secede from the US. Another
will try and the military will be sent in to stop them." Found hele

one

Islamic Aggression In The US Would Start In The School System "The Islamic community
is going to continue to make inroads into the political arenas. They've got a multiplication
project that is designed specifically on their part. It's a hundred-year plan. At least that's what
the Lord showed me, a hundred-year plan that they have that, and I'm not say that it's going to
be hundred years before the Lord comes back. They want to have congressmen and senators in
place so that they can have Supreme Court judges implement more Islamic law into the US.
Islamic prayer would be allowed and Christian prayer would not be allowed. When I saw it, I
thought surely not. But they will because of the fear factor. They will allow time for Islamic
children to pray, but not allow time for Christian children to pray." Foturd here
Unemployment / Economic Down Turn

*Malls will one day be used.for housing" Found here

,,Gold Wilt Go Up To Nearly S2,000 an ounce, and then it will plummet"- John Paul on.Tirn
Bakker Show
(John Paul commenting on the rise andfall of markefs) "There is manipulation in that market,
manipulation that takes place to transfer wealth, and so I told people for years, I have told
them. ... look, gold is going up, but if you are going to buy gold, be prepared to hold it
because it is going to take a dramatic drop, and it will drop well below $1000, an ounce, and
will get up to nearly $2,000 dollars an ounce,......." - John Paul on Jim Bakker Show
"Yes. Silver

will go up,

it

I didn't say above $2,000. I did say gold would eventually to go
that. I did say there would be a plunge o.f gold. I want to make it very,

as well.

$2,000, infact far beyond
very clear that I've said on these broadcasts, as well as other recordings andvideos that gold is
going to go over $2,000 & it will. It got up to $1998, so close to that but it will go beyond that.
Also, I said that before it happens or before it goes to it's ultimate price, which is way beyond
$2,000 it will plunge first. Are we in that plunge now? I don't know, I try to say what the Lord
shows me." Found here

"I saw that it was approaching $2000 per ounce & it could go higher. I actually doubt that it
will go higher. I think it will stay about the same as the stock market is. The stock market will be
propped up and gold may trend lower at some point gloss is going to dramatically drop & then it
will slErocket past $2000. The question is who will own it if slryrockets past $2000. I don't have
the answerfor that. I do know it's going to plunge the Lord told me it goes up to $2000 range &
dramatically drops. It's that drop, and it's seesaws back andforthfor 6 months or so and
appears tike the Lord was wrong so I really want to convey what the Lord gave me & that is
when it starts dropping that it would dramatically drop & I'll have to it at that. I'm trying to
keep the integrity of the word the Lord gave stays intact and not make it more than he

said."

Found here

www. youtube.com/watch?v:HaQKTWFNYeY
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China World Currency "China's currency will become the world currency. It will use lhe
currency against the US. China will grown into a vicious machine and v)e are playing right into
their hand. It's not the people, it's the government.While that is going on you have China
building it's own economic structure where the yuan is going to be
predominate. A yuan backed by gold. They are hoarding gold like crazy in order to back the
yuan by gold. As soon es they do that they are going to insist that the yuan be the u,orld
currency. It's not there yet, but that's what they are working on " Founcl here
People Will Steer Away From Buying Chinese Products "There is going to be a title wave
not buying products made in China." F0und here

of

Russia Will Try to Blackmail Russia and Ukraine To Join "Russia will grow stronger. Russia
will blackmail countries to join "bloc". Russia will try to demand that Poland and Ukraine

join"

Fclund here

Japan Mt Fuji Will Erupt,3 Warning Signs Will Be Given First - *Mt Fuji will some day
erupt. I actually had an encounter where I was actually there. I watched the high speed train go
by, I watched the mountain. There will be given three warnings and it is about to happen. Mt
Fuji when I declared this was a dead volcano, now they say a dorment volcano, and nou, with the
recent earthquake, that just happened in Japan, I will say that there is activity going on under
neath the volcano, and there is earthquake activity underneath Mt Fuji. I was given three
warnings. The warnings will be three dffirent plumes of smoke, steam will will come out of that
volcano, or the sides of the volcano before the volcano will erupt. After the third one, then it will
erupt. So there are three signs that the Japanese people will be given before the eruption takes
place "-Joni Table Talk- herc

Riots Are Coming To The United States , Martial Law Declared In Six Cities - "riots in the
streets are coming, and if we are not careful, shortly after the next election, the anger u'ill mount
so much that we will end up having martial law declared. There are six cities in the United
States, and there may be more than 6, but I have seen 6 cities in the United States u,ere martial
law was declared. Lots of life (killing) was taking place. So you see Detroit, you see Los
Angeles, yoa see New York, you see Atlanta, yoa see here in Dallas, surprisingly, and then
there is one other mystery city that I saw but I don't know the name of the city"
New Business Advent ures " Flood of New Products - new ideas that will bring an advantage
products." Found
.for the poor. Small business/small factories cater and design niche' marketing
here

I can tell you this. IVhat I have seen is
a tirlal wave hit the west coast of CA before a earthquake hits LA. I can't tell you if it was LA by
the tidal wave, I can tell you that I saw a tidal wave hitting CA befbre a major eqrthquake, I
mean a major earthquake like close to 8 or over on the richler scale." 20l2 Here
LA Flooding"l can't tell you

the exact timing on this but

Prepare For Your Area: "There are some difficult things coming. There really are, in the
United States, there really are. There is no way to prepare individually as far as, do I store water,
do I store food. What do I do? Every place is going to be different. What happens in Tuscaloosa
isn't going to be what happens in Knoxville. What happens Knoxville won't be what happens in
Denver. What happens in Denver isn't going to be what happens in Fargo. Each individual place
is going to have the issues that God chooses to get the attention of the people to seek Him"

I

!

Now Is The Time To Get Serious With God: "The key is you will need to get in a right
relationship with God. If you are close to God and you will hear what He has to say. We all
need to get closer to God to hear what He has to say. "This is not a time for fear, this is not a
time.for sorrow. This really, really is a time for those who know their God to do great exploitsTrust Him, believe in Him, live .for Him, draw close to Him and you're going to find He'll draw
close to you. It never fails. Don't make God too small, you can never make Him too big."
The New Madrid Earthquake"l have a little insightfrom the Lord on it. Basically, it's this, the
earth is in pain, and is sufferingfutitity & this is a warning salvo of that which is to come. There
really is coming a major earthquake on the New Madridfaultline. It is really going to happen. In
was
fact, I saw a headline just a while back. It said, this was kind of strange, it didn't mean it
going to happen together but it said " From Blythe to Blytheville the earth has changed. From
Blythe, AZ (CA) to Blythville, AR on an article I got a glimpse of" Found here
When we see the IS Monument Tilting, We Know China Will Turn Aggressively Towards
The United States "When that happened I shook & I shook for a reason, here's why. On April
29,1g85,I had a dream, I won't go into it, the dream is way too long. But in it, I was told this,
when you see the Washington Monument tilting you will know what I am about to tell you is
close. The angel told me when I see the Washington monument tilting, China will begin to turn
aggressively against the US. They will become throne-like in our side. They will begin a
plan of the destruction of theUS and there will be other signs in DC of this coming.
purposeful
-erf
b.fo." ihir hupp"ns you will go to China.Now, this was Apr||29,1985. I did not go to China
till April 29,2OII.26 years to the day. I had no where to see that. I did not remember this dream
till ttte earthquake that happened about a month ago. Suddenly, that dream floods back to me
these signs on the monument. The monument one day will tilt & it will be a sin of imminent
aggression of China against the US. I was to go to China before this would happen & I went to
China 26 yearsto the day without knowing it. I didn't plan on it but 26 years later to the day
from that time I went to China for the lst time. And then Washington has the earthquake that
cracked the monument. There will be other signs & things that will happen." Found here
No Absolutes In The Church-"1 saw a growing time where the Churchfailed to realize the
absolutes of God. They began to diminish the Word. And so there was no absolute way to get to
God. And then there became no absolute one God. So then, it ended up being more of a
polytheistic view of God or many types of God. And each one of us have our God--- I saw
horrible, hoffible immorality in the church. It is so vile. It is so ugly"
Gods Glory Shows Up In Times Of Trouble -"The Bible talks about a time of Jacob's trouble,
a time of iicredibte hirdships, incredible dfficulties. But a lot of people don't look at what the
Lord said about the Jacob generation. The generation that's going to see that trouble, is also
going to see His glory. For in Psalms 24, it tall$ about the glory of God that's going to come in.
Wlriit this king of gtoryZ That is the chapter that asks that incredible question. And it talks
about what is golng to happen. "He who ascends to the mountain the Lord with clean hands and
a pure heart has not tiftei up his soul to vanity." These type of people are going to see incredible
tiings of God. And what I saw, was I saw the glory of God invading His church again. I saw the
invading places of worship. The
Story o|Coa invading homes again. I saw the glory of God
i7Coa, what liaw was like it was thick, it was honey-tike, it was like you see on the road.

hoi,

On a hot day, you look down the road and you'll see a shimmering on the highway. I4tell this
happened in the churches that I saw and the places where the Lord came down. There was a
shimmering like a cylinder, a large cylinder, and varying sizes of cylinders of this shimmering,
honey-colored, amberesque-colored light. But it was very thick. It was thicker than what you
thought. When you got into it, youfound it very dfficult to move, not because you were
paralyzed, but because of the thiclvtess of the presence of the Lord. Andwhoever entered, Sid,
anybody who walked into that gtory was healed. Anybody. Anybody. I watched people; I watched
mothers and fathers cry out for their children in that cylinder of glory, in the glory of God.
watched them cry out. And before they were done praying, the children ran into the sanctuary,
ran into the place of worship, ran into the home declaring that they had been touched by God,
and they were giving their life to Yeshua, and giving their life to the Messiah who they had now

I

seen" F'ound here

Multiplication Of Food Resources- "l saw multiplication offood. I saw where there's no.food
on tsbles, people, this Jacob generation would close their eyes and pray, and they would hold
hands in unity, and while they were praying, food would be put into the pots that were the table.
They took the lids off the pots, and there was the food, and they delivered and dished out the food
to the people who were 9 praying there. And this didn't happen at once. And this didn't happen
at one location. It was multiple, multiple locations. God is drawing us back to a purity of
relationship with Him through Jesus. Malachi 3 passage. It says, "And there's a clear distinction
between those who know God and those who don't lcnow their God. " We're going to see a clear
separation, a clear distinction. Found here

Jet Streams Will Change The Weather Patterns"There will be very unusual weather patterns.
Jet streams would shift and there would be unusual weather patterns so that everything would be
in the record. So you have the record rain, you have record storms, you have record heat, you
have record cold. So we have California who went through the coldest summer in their history.
You have Moscow who went through the hottest summer in their history. And so you're
having extremes everywhere on earth. You're having extremes. You're having Pakistan having
over six
weeks offloodingfrom rains that won't seem to leave the area." Fctund here

Drought In Africa "A drought of huge proportions will begin in Kenya andTanzania and
millions of lives will be at stake. Church efforts will become the hope and the Kingdom of God
will spread to those who not only thirst for water, but also for living water." Found Here
Drought In The United States Evacuations "Cities that I saw that will have to evacuate
thousands are in New Mexico, Texas, and Arizona" Found here
Water Shortage A Major Issue, Water Becomes Undrinkable "l know water shortage was
one of those things, water shortage is going to be a major, major issue. And I'm glad that -for
example, there is a lot of stuff that hit the northeast. They are going to need that water aquifer
replenished. There is a lot of snow that hit the Dallas/Fort Worth area. We are going to need that
*ut.r aquifer replenished. God has already started to meet the need of the people before the need
arises. Sb, now we understand all these climatic things that are so unusual. I mean, you know we
have warm weather and then we have snow here in Dallas. I was up in Canada last fall and I said,

